Curriculum Vitae

Margaret Anne Cameron

Department of Philosophy
University of Victoria

Employment

Associate Dean Research, Faculty of Humanities, University of Victoria (2015 – 2021)

Associate Professor and Canada Research Council Chair (Tier II), University of Victoria (2012 – present)

Assistant Professor and Canada Research Council Chair (Tier II), University of Victoria (2008 – 2012)

Research Fellow, Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities, Cambridge University (2006 – 2008)

Director of Studies in Philosophy, Downing College, Cambridge University (2006 – 2007)

Assistant Professor, Hunter College, City University of New York (2005 – 2008; on leave from fall 2006 – spring 2008)

Education

PhD, Philosophy (2005), Collaborative Programme in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy, University of Toronto

MA, Philosophy (1997), Dalhousie University

BA, English and Philosophy (1996), University of Toronto

Areas of Specialization

Medieval Philosophy, Aristotle and the Aristotelian Tradition, History of the Philosophy of Language and Mind, History of Logic

Areas of Competence

Ancient Philosophy, Renaissance and Early Modern Philosophy, Philosophy of Language
Publications

Refereed articles and chapters:


‘The Constraint(s) of Nature: Abelard on modality, understanding and linguistic meaning’, Bulletin de Philosophie Médiévale 56 (Société Internationale pour l’Etude de la Philosophie Médiévale) (forthcoming, publication date to be determined).


‘Augustine’s Philosophy of Language’, in Sourcebook for the History of the Philosophy of Language, eds. M. Cameron, B. Hill, R. Stainton (Springer Publishing, 2016, forthcoming). (I also chose and edited the selections by Augustine for this volume.)


‘When does a word signify: from Peter Abelard’s milieu to early thirteenth century discussions’, in Archives d’histoire doctrinale du moyen âge grec et latin 77 (2011), 179-194.


Books, Edited Journals:

Sourcebook for the History of the Philosophy of Language, ed. M. Cameron, B. Hill, R. Stainton (Springer Publishers, 2016, forthcoming). (The Sourcebook contains 40 selections from authors from the Pre-Socratics to Mill, with introductions by experts and bibliographies.)


Methods and methodologies: Aristotelian logic east and west 500-1500, eds. M. Cameron and J. Marenbon (Brill Publishers, 2010).

**Books in Progress**

*Aristotelian Philosophy of Language* – 80,000 word monograph, completed manuscript.

*Abelard’s Treatise on Understanding: Study and Translation* – 85,000 word translation of Peter Abelard’s *Tractatus de Intellectibus* and study.

**Translations**


**Book reviews, encyclopedia entries, short companion entries:**


**Papers Presented**


‘When Aristotle Came to Andalusia’, *Medieval Studies Workshop al-Andalus: Christians, Muslims and Jews in Medieval Spain*, University of Victoria (January 2016).


‘True or false: The World was Created in Six Days’, Centre for Studies in Religion and Society, University of Victoria (November 2014).
‘The logica vetus in medieval philosophy’, 20th European Symposium on Medieval Logic and Semantics, Cambridge University (cancelled due to illness).

‘Is ground said-in-may-ways?’, Keynote address, Canadian Colloquium for Ancient Philosophy, University of British Columbia (May 2014)


‘The Constraints of Nature: Abelard on modality, understanding, and meaning’, Modality and Modal Logic in Medieval Philosophy, University of Western Ontario (2012)


‘On What is Said: the Stoics and Abelard on linguistic content’, Linguistic Meaning: History of the Philosophy of Language Workshop, University of Western Ontario (2012)

‘The Qua Problem: Questioning natural kinds before Locke’ (with Martin Lenz), Medieval Logic and Language Workshop, Cambridge University (2011)

‘Semantic normativity: do you know what you’re talking about?’, Annual Spring Colloquium, University of British Columbia (2011)


‘Is there a theory of meaning in the middle ages?’, Oxford Companion Conference, Cambridge University (in absentia, 2009)

‘Teaching the History of the Philosophy of Language’, Canadian Philosophical Association Conference, Ottawa (2009)


‘Is there a medieval philosophy of language?’, Simon Fraser University Colloquium (2008)

‘The Other Six Categories’, Aristotelian Logic East and West 500-1500, Cambridge University (2008)


‘The Latin Peri hermeneias commentary tradition’ (with John Marenbon), Aristotelian Logic East and West 500-1500, Cambridge University (2005)


‘Anonymity and Hearsay: Editing a Twelfth Century Philosophical Text’, Editing Philosophers, University of Toronto (2002)

Scholarships and Awards

Research Fellow, Centre for the Study of Religion and Society, University of Victoria (2014).

Canada Research Chair Tier II, Philosophy, University of Victoria – renewed (2013 – 2018)

Canada Research Chair Tier II, Philosophy, University of Victoria (2008 – 2013)

Internal Research Grant, SSHRC (2013)

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council Workshop Grant (2012 - 2013)

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council Standard Research Grant (2011 – 2012)

Research Fellow, Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities, Cambridge University (2006 – 2008)


Presidential Travel Grant, Hunter College, City University of New York (2006)

Visiting Scholar, Trinity College, Cambridge University (2004)

Martha Lile Love Award, Teaching Excellence, University of Toronto (2002)


Dalhousie Graduate Award (full), Dalhousie University (1996 – 1997)
Services to the Profession

Boards, Committees:


Member, Groningen Centre for Medieval and Early Modern Thought, University of Groningen

Member, Canadian Metaphysics Collaborative

Conference Organization:

Conference Organizer, *Linguistic meaning: history of the philosophy of language Workshop*, University of Western Ontario (2012)

Conference Organizer, *Second Pacific Northwest Ancient Philosophy Workshop*, University of Victoria (2011)


Editor:


Area Editor, Medieval and Renaissance Philosophy, *PhilPapers* (2011–ongoing)

Associate Editor, *Philosophy in Review* (2011–ongoing)

Member of the Editorial Board, *History of Philosophy Quarterly* (2008–ongoing; renewed 2011 until 2014)

Reviewer:

Ancient Philosophy; Canadian Philosophical Association Annual Conference; Oxford University Press; Canadian Journal of Philosophy; One World Press; Central European University Summer School Proposals; Springer; Brill Publishers; History of Philosophy Quarterly

Services to the University

Humanities Representative, Graduate Awards Committee (2015 – 2021)

Humanities Representative, University Academic Appointments Committee (2015 – 2016)

Humanities Representative, Interdisciplinary Studies Advisory Committee (2015 – ongoing)

Program Committee Member, Centre for Studies in Religion and Society (2015 - ongoing)

Committee Member (selected by the Senate Committee on Libraries), Appointment Committee for the University Librarian, University of Victoria (2011)

Dissertation Chair for PhD Oral Defenses: Faculty of Education, Department of History, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Anthropology (2010 – 2015)

Services to the Department and Faculty of Humanities

Search Committee for Associate Dean of Humanities (elected 2015; resigned October 23, 2015)


Vice-Chair, Faculty Advisory Committee on Reappointment, Tenure and Promotion (Humanities) (2012 – 2013); Chair (2013 – 2014)

Medieval Studies Program Committee, Faculty of Humanities (elected 2013)

Committee Member, Committee of Committees (2011 – 2012); Chair (2012 – 2013)

Chair, Digital Humanities Computing Committee (2011 – 2012)

Philosophy Department Graduate Advisor (2012 – 2015)

Philosophy Department A.R.P.T. Committee (2008 – ongoing)

Philosophy Department Library Co-Representative (2010 – ongoing)

Philosophy Department SSHRC Evaluation Committee, Member (2009 – 2011; 2012 – ongoing)

Philosophy Department ‘Work-in-Progress’ Founder and Coordinator (2010 – ongoing)
Philosophy Department Colloquium Coordinator (2011 – 2012)

Philosophy Department Graduate Coordinator (2009 – 2011)

Philosophy Department Graduate Admissions Committee, Member (2009 – 2011)

Philosophy Department Chair Search Committee, Member (2011)

Digital Humanities Computing Committee, Member (2010)

Philosophy Department Search Committee (Special Appointment I) (2010)

Philosophy Department Search Committee (Special Appointment II) (2010)

Faculty of Humanities Medieval and Early Modern Programme Development Subcommittee, Member (2009)

Philosophy Department Curriculum Committee, Member (2009)

Philosophy Department Chair Search Committee, Member (2008)

At Hunter College, City University of New York:

Undergraduate Advisor, Department of Philosophy (2008)

Undergraduate Advisor, Department of Philosophy (2005 – 2006)

Philosophy and Film Events Coordinator, Hunter College (2005 – 2006)